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Welcome

Q1 was bad, but COVID data trends
suggest Q2 may not be much better
With a fairly disastrous Q1 out of the way, Europe’s airlines and
airports are now facing up to the fact that Q2 is not going to be
much better. The vaccine roll out across Europe has not gone as
quickly, or as smoothly, as hoped, with doubts being cast on
the safety of at least one of the vaccines, resulting in it being
withdrawn from some countries or from some age groups.
UK leads way but May travel resumption still not confirmed
Somewhat unexpectedly, the UK appears to have benefitted
from leaving the EU in this regard and is leading the way in
vaccinations. Last week saw the country reach its target of
offering a first jab to everyone over 50 and all those in high-risk
categories.
Despite falling case numbers and a rapid drop in COVID related
fatalities, the UK government recently chose not to confirm the
planned resumption of international leisure travel from 17
May, saying only that the UK was ‘on track’. This uncertainty
has led leading UK leisure airline Jet2.com to push back the
planned resumption of its services to 24 June.
Adding to the uncertainty in the UK is the lack of clarity over
what tests will be required on departure and on return and
how this will depend on which country is visited. The
government seems to be planning a so-called ‘traffic light’
system, whereby countries are placed into one of three
categories with different rules for each. However, the rules for
each colour and which countries will be in which category have
yet to be confirmed.
Meanwhile, case numbers and deaths are rising alarmingly in
some parts of Europe, leading even the ever-optimistic CEO of
Wizz Air to question whether this summer will provide the
hoped for recovery that was still being envisaged just a few
months ago.
Traffic data for 200 airports in March paints a bleak picture

From this issue of The ANKER Report
our analysis of traffic trends and route
development is expanded to include
not only Europe but also North
America. The US in particular is seeing
airlines realigning their networks to
focus on more routes with potential
leisure demand.
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The ANKER Report has already collected March passenger data
for over 200 airports across Europe and the picture is still
alarmingly bleak. Many major airports, including Brussels BRU,
Budapest, Copenhagen, Dublin, Helsinki, London LHR, Munich,
Prague, Vienna and Zurich saw passenger numbers that were
down more than 90% compared with March 2019. Most other
major airports saw traffic down at least 80%, including
Amsterdam, Athens, Barcelona, Madrid, Oslo and both main

Paris airports. One year on from the start of the pandemic it is
doubtful whether any airlines or airports in western Europe had
envisaged such an extreme scenario.
The exceptions, as might be expected, were airports in Russia,
Turkey and Ukraine. Figures for Moscow’s main airports are not
yet available. However, in February, Sheremetyevo was at 40%
of its 2020 demand, Vnukuvo was at over 70% and
Domodedovo was at 80%. Thanks to a surge in Russian
domestic tourism, Sochi/Adler on the Black Sea even reported
an amazing 40% increase in passengers compared with 2020.
From March onwards comparisons with 2020 data are
meaningless when it comes to measuring the rate of recovery,
as March 2020 saw the pandemic starting to affect demand
with airlines rapidly grounding flights. So for the rest of the year
comparisons will be made primarily with the last pre-pandemic
year of 2019 instead. This applies to airlines as well as airports.
International traffic struggling globally
Analysis of global data shows that Europe is lagging behind
most other regions of the world. This is because Europe has few
large domestic markets and is far more reliant on international
demand for passenger volume. While domestic demand has
remained relatively healthy in many parts of Asia, it is worth
noting that international traffic for the 40 member airlines of
the Association of Asia Pacific Airlines (AAPA) was down 93.7%
in February, with airlines reporting an average load factor of
just 24.8% on such flights.
As China had already started cancelling international flights last
February, the January figures may be a better guide.
International traffic for the first month of this year was down
96.1% and passenger load factor was 27.0%. While China’s
international air traffic may still be only at around 2% of what it
used to be, it had seen domestic demand recover to over 90%
of previous levels in the last quarter of 2020.
As can be seen in the graphs on page 2 the only notable uptick
in the data so far available for March is regarding international
travel at Turkish airports, which jumped from 30% in February
(compared with February 2020) to almost 50% in March
(compared with March 2019).
However, April and May may not be so good, as Russia, a major
source of international tourists, introduced travel restrictions to

Elsewhere, we take a look at several
new or rapidly expanding airlines such
as Avelo Airlines in the US, Flair in
Canada and Flyr in Norway. We also
analyse the Croatian market where
Ryanair plans to expand its operations
with a new Zagreb base this summer.
Turkey’s impressive LCC Pegasus
Airlines comes under the spotlight, as
does new oneworld member Alaska
Airlines. Plus six mini airport profiles
across Europe and the US. Enjoy!
Ralph Anker (ralph@anker-report.com)
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Turkey. This was supposedly due to concerns about
Turkey’s increasing virus numbers but came just a few
days after the Turkish government voiced its support for
Ukraine in its border conflicts with Russia.
For more on traffic trends in North America (Canada,
Mexico and US) see our new North American

‘supplement’ which begins on page 14 of this issue. US
domestic traffic has been growing steadily and passed
60% of its 2019 figure during the long Easter weekend in
early April. The US even celebrated a new airline launch
(Avelo Airlines) earlier this month, and many airlines
have announced new routes starting soon. South of the
border, Mexico’s domestic market recovered relatively

strongly last summer, but has seen something of a
downward trend in the first quarter of 2021, as the
latest wave of the pandemic impacts the country. To the
north of the US in Canada, traffic has been much slower
to recover and the situation is still looking quite
worrying. As in Europe, Canada looks like it might not
see much of a proper recovery until Q3 at the earliest.

Turkish Airlines and Aeroflot Group continue to be Europe’s leading
airlines for capacity in April 2021; six (U)LCCs among top 15 airlines
Analysis of the latest schedule data provided by airlines
to Cirium Data and Analytics confirms that Turkish
Airlines and the Aeroflot Group continue to lead the way
with regard to passenger capacity in Europe. The Turkish
flag-carrier is offering more than twice the capacity of
third-ranked Ryanair. Combining capacity for Aeroflot
and its low-cost subsidiary Pobeda, means that Aeroflot
Group is also offering twice as many scheduled seats as
Ryanair.

Istanbul and Moscow lead the way
Looking at airports rather than airlines shows that the
leading airports in April are expected to be Istanbul IST,
Moscow SVO, Istanbul SAW, Frankfurt and Paris CDG.
Moscow’s other two main airports at Domodedovo and
Vnukovo rank 7th and 10th. Heathrow is up to 9th.
However, this fails to take into account that much of the

capacity being offered from Heathrow on long-haul
flights to the US is not being used very efficiently, with
these flights often being operated primarily to carry
freight. As a result, when passenger figures are released
for April, Heathrow and other major European hubs such
as Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Paris CDG, may see
themselves falling down the rankings once more.

Ryanair only just beats Pegasus among (U)LCCs
After the top two the battle for the next four places in
the rankings is much closer with Ryanair just edging out
Pegasus Airlines for third place. Then come western
Europe’s two leading flag-carriers right now, Lufthansa
and Air France.
There are six (U)LCCs in the top 15 (shown in red), with
Ryanair and Pegasus Airlines joined by easyJet, Pobeda,
Wizz Air and Vueling. Lufthansa’s low-cost subsidiary
Eurowings ranks 20th in April, Transavia France 34th and
Norwegian just 39th.
British Airways ranks just 25th
While most of Europe’s biggest flag-carriers make the
top 15, one notable exception is British Airways. The
Heathrow-based carrier ranks just 25th, behind Air
Europa, Alitalia, Austrian Airlines and TAP Portugal, and
only just ahead of SWISS. Its capacity from European
airports is down 92.5% compared with April 2019.
Looking at non-European carriers, Emirates holds a
slender lead over Middle East rival Qatar Airways. The
UAE carrier ranks 28th with capacity down 67% while its
Doha-based competitor is 31st, with European capacity
down 60%. The three major US carriers rank 46th
(Delta), 47th (American) and 51st (United).
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Europe-Morocco was set for record 2020; Air Arabia Maroc growing
in France and Spain before latest travel restrictions stifled demand
In 2019, according to official figures from ONDA, 79% of
international traffic at Moroccan airports was on routes
to/from Europe, representing 17.46m passengers.
European traffic had grown in 2019 by an impressive
10.8% and had reached a new, all-time high.
The top five international routes in 2019 were:
Casablanca - Paris ORY (691,043 passengers)
Casablanca - Paris CDG (561,077 passengers)
Marrakech - Paris ORY (575,729 passengers)
Marrakech - Madrid (407,311 passengers)
Marrakech - London LGW (383,790 passengers)
These five routes alone accounted for almost 12% of
international routes from Morocco.
France is dominant market
According to Cirium Data and Analytics, France was by
far the biggest international country market in 2019 with
4.16m departing seats, representing 29% of all
international capacity. The next six biggest country
markets were all in Europe; Spain, Italy, UK, Belgium,
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Germany and the Netherlands, ranked by market size.
Rounding out the top 10 were Saudi Arabia, Turkey and
the UAE.
Paris ORY was the most popular destination airport with
more than twice the capacity of its nearest rival, Paris
CDG. Then came Madrid, Barcelona and Brussels BRU.
Completing the top 10 were Brussels CRL, London LGW,
Lyon, Marseille and Amsterdam.
Back in April 2019 the leading carriers for EuropeMorocco flights were Royal Air Maroc, Ryanair and Air
Arabia Maroc (see graph below). At the time of analysis,
schedule data for late April 2021 was compared with
April 2019 to see how airlines were coping. However, at
the end of March, Morocco basically put a blanket ban
on nearly all international services, which looks like it will
run into mid-May.
2020 had started so well
The first two months of 2020 had started very positively
and had seen European traffic increase by 12.3%, helped
a little by an extra day in February. And then the
pandemic struck. By December 2020, international traffic
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was down 70% while domestic traffic had fallen just over
50%. The top four international routes in December
were all to airports serving Paris, but the fifth busiest
route was now from Casablanca to Dubai.
Air Arabia Maroc expansion
Before the latest travel bans, several airlines, notably Air
Arabia Maroc, had been planning a number of new
routes to Europe, mostly from some of Morocco’s
smaller airports. Several of these did launch right at the
end of March, but have since been suspended.
Air Arabia Maroc had launched new international routes
from Fez (to Malaga and Marseille), Marrakech (to
Barcelona), Oujda (to Marseille, Paris CDG and Toulouse)
and Tangier (to Bilbao and Valencia).
The latest ONDA figures for February 2021 show that
there were 243,410 passengers on European flights that
month, down 83% on last February’s figure. The top five
international routes were now: Casablanca-Paris ORY
(12k pax), Casablanca-Dubai (10k), Tangier-Malaga
(7.6k), Casablanca-Bologna (7.5k) and Tangier-Barcelona
(7.4k).

3

Pegasus Airlines carried 30 million passengers in 2019; serving almost
90 destinations from Istanbul SAW; domestic load factor over 80%
As has been noted before, within Europe only two
countries have seen much in the way of traffic recovery
since the start of the pandemic; Russia and Turkey.
While Turkish Airlines is rightly perceived as one of the
world’s great global carriers, and in the first quarter of
2021 looks set to be Europe’s busiest carrier in terms of
passenger numbers, the success of its local LCC rival
Pegasus Airlines should not be overlooked.
Fleet creeping up towards 100 aircraft
The airline, whose biggest base is at Istanbul SAW,
currently has a fleet of 91 aircraft according to
planespotters.net, comprising 29 737-800s, 55 A320s
and seven A321s. Pegasus has transitioned from being
an all-Boeing operator to having two-thirds of its fleet
now produced by the European manufacturer. At
present around 20% of the fleet is parked.
Over 30 million passengers in 2019
In 2019, Pegasus carried over 30 million passengers,
almost equally split between domestic and international,
having seen passenger numbers more than double in the
previous seven years. Last year, traffic fell by just over
50% to just under 15 million passengers, with domestic
demand now making up almost two-thirds of the total.
The airline’s domestic recovery was impressive with over
one million domestic passenger bookings in August,
September and October. Domestic load factors have
returned to around the 80% mark, whereas before the
pandemic the monthly load factor was usually in the low
90s. Similarly, the load factor on international flights,
which used to be typically in the mid-80s is now around
the 70% mark.
88 routes from Istanbul SAW in April
According to Cirium Data and Analytics information,
Pegasus is flying to 88 destinations from Istanbul SAW
this month, of which 31 are domestic. The longest routes
are to Karachi (3,919 kilometres), Bishkek (3,719
kilometres) and Casablanca (3,357 kilometres).
In April 2019 Pegasus was serving 95 destinations. It is
currently not flying to Abu Dhabi, Almaty, Amasya,
Bahrain, Bologna, Budapest, Dammam, Doha, Jeddah,
Muscat, Rotterdam and Sinop. However, it has launched
service during the last two years to Agri (in Turkey),
Casablanca (July 2019), Karachi (September 2020),
Manchester (July 2019) and, most recently, Odessa.

London STN is still top route by ASKs
When analysed by ASKs (Available Seat kilometres)
which factors in aircraft size, sector length and weekly
frequency), the top 15 routes for Pegasus are a healthy
mix of five domestic (in red), six European (purple) and
four non-European (green). London STN still comes out
top, as it did when we last analysed the airline back in
September 2019.
The leading international routes are spread across many
different countries with only Germany having two routes
in the top 15. The new route to Karachi makes the top 15
as well but maybe the biggest surprise is the high ranking
of Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan, in fourth place.
Ankara base has shrunk significantly
Back in S18, Pegasus was serving over 20 destinations
from the capital Ankara, including eight outside of
Turkey. However, operations there had been reduced
even before the pandemic hit. The 11 remaining routes
are mostly domestic (including recently resumed services
to Diyarbakir, Trabzon and Van), though there are daily
flights to Kiev KBP, as well as 5-weekly flights to Amman
in Jordan and 3-weekly service to Erbil in Iraq.
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Latest European route news
Routes launched between Saturday 13
March 2021 and Friday 16 April 2021
During non-pandemic times, the start of the summer
season (last Sunday in March) would often see the
launch of between 300 and 400 new air services
involving European airports in the first couple of weeks.
This year, The ANKER Report has identified around 90.
The following new services do appear to have launched
during the last five weeks, but with the dynamic nature
of government lockdowns and travel restrictions there
is no guarantee that these routes are still operating at
the time of publication, and, if they are, the frequency
may have been reduced. The competition information
is provided by Cirium Data and Analytics and relies on
airlines providing timely and accurate schedule data,
which, at present, is, regrettably, not always the case.
Aeroflot (IATA code SU) brought over 350 tourists from
Moscow SVO to Mahe in the Seychelles on the airline’s
inaugural flight on 2 April. The route will be served 2weekly (Fridays and Sundays) using 777-300ERs. The
Russian flag-carrier has also been expanding its route
network from St. Petersburg. At the end of March, it
launched three new routes; weekly flights to Bishkek
and Osh in Kyrgyzstan, and 4-weekly service to
Makhachkala on the Caspian Sea. Avia Traffic Company
and Ural Airlines already serve the two international
routes, while Aeroflot will be competing with its own inhouse LCC Pobeda, as well as Yakutia Airlines, on the
2,210-kilometre domestic sector. This summer, Aeroflot
is planning to operate 42 routes from Russia’s second
biggest city, of which 24 are domestic routes which
account for most of the flights. The carrier has included
weekly flights to several destinations in western Europe
(including Berlin, Paris and Rome), plus a 2-daily service
to Antalya. Aeroflot is currently responsible for around
40% of scheduled capacity at St. Petersburg, with
Pobeda accounting for a further 20%. Smartavia (IATA
code 5N) is next with just over 10%.
Air Arabia Maroc (IATA code 3O) used the start of the
summer season to add a number of new routes to
France and Spain. However, while Flightradar24.com
confirmed that nearly all of the inaugural flights took
place, subsequent services were cancelled due to the
introduction of new travel restrictions. The new routes
connect Fez with Malaga and Marseille; Marrakech with
Barcelona; Oujda with Marseille, Paris CDG and
Toulouse; and Tangier with Bilbao and Valencia. All
routes are scheduled to operate either 2-weekly or 3weekly using the LCC’s A320s. Competition on the two
Fez routes comes from Ryanair.

American Airlines (IATA code AA) has added a new
transatlantic connection, despite the severe on-going
travel restrictions between the US and Europe. On 30
March, the oneworld carrier began 3-weekly service on
the 7,730-kilometre route between Seattle-Tacoma and
London LHR using 777-200ERs. Three other carriers are
also currently serving this route; British Airways (4weekly), Delta Air Lines (3-weekly, see below) and Virgin
Atlantic (daily). This new route was influenced by Alaska
Airlines, which has a major presence in Seattle-Tacoma,
joining the oneworld alliance on 31 March. American
Airlines plans to serve Heathrow non-stop from 11 US
airports this summer, compared with nine in S19. Apart
from Seattle-Tacoma the carrier also plans to add
service from Boston in June, which is a response to the
likely entry of JetBlue into that market. This, despite the
fact, that last July the two carriers entered a strategic
partnership.
Austrian Airlines (IATA code OS) resumed service on 25
March on the 690-kilometre route between Vienna and
Hannover in northern Germany. Last served by the
carrier in 2009, the new route launched with 2-weekly
service, operated mainly by E195s, though the inaugural
service utilised a Q400. Frequency is set to increase to 6weekly in the coming weeks. This April, Austrian Airlines
will link its Vienna hub with eight German airports, the
same as in April 2019. Having added Hannover and
Nuremberg (in January 2020) it has dropped Cologne
Bonn and Leipzig services. Vienna and Hannover were
previously connected by airberlin (from May 2004 to
February 2017) and germanwings/Eurowings (from April
2010 to September 2020).
Blue Air (IATA code 0B) has added new routes from
three of its bases during the last five weeks. At the
beginning of April, the carrier began service from its
main base in Bucharest to Frankfurt and Vienna. The
airline is planning for both routes to operate daily during
the summer, though frequency is currently less than
that. TAROM already serves both routes while Lufthansa

Albawings (IATA code 2B) began weekly (Sunday) service
between Tirana and Milan BGY on 14 March. The 940kilometre route will be flown by the airline’s 737-400s.
Blue Panorama and Wizz Air also connect the two
airports. The airline’s website currently shows no flights
from 9 April to 30 April, with service resuming 4-weekly
from 4 May. According to the airline’s on-line booking
tool, Albawings plans this summer to operate between
Tirana and 11 destinations in Italy, as well as London
STN. Last summer it also served three destinations in
Germany; Düsseldorf, Frankfurt and Hamburg. The
airline’s fleet currently comprises three 737-400s with an
average age of 30 years.
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also competes on the Frankfurt route and Austrian
Airlines on the Vienna route. From its base at ClujNapoca, Blue Air has added new routes to Barcelona (2weekly) and London LHR (4-weekly). Wizz Air competes
on the Spanish route, while there is no direct
competition on the Heathrow route. However, Ryanair
offers 4-weekly flights from Cluj-Napoca to Stansted,
while Wizz Air offers 4-weekly flights to Luton. This is
believed to be the first time that Heathrow has ever
been connected to the Romanian city with direct flights.
Finally, Blue Air also began a new Italian domestic route
between Turin and Palermo on 31 March. The 900kilometre sector is already flown by Ryanair (5-weekly)
and Volotea (2-weekly). Blue Air will operate the route 4
-weekly using its 737-800s.
British Airways (IATA code BA) on 30 March shifted its
Bermuda service from Gatwick to Heathrow. The 5,530kilometre route will initially be served weekly (Tuesdays)
though Cirium Analytics and Data suggests that the
carrier plans to increase frequency to 5-weekly by the
peak summer season. In February, British Airways was
serving 50 destinations from its Heathrow hub, down
from 132 in W19. The number of weekly departures was
down 90%, from almost 2,200 in February 2020 to just
over 200 in February 2021.
Delta Air Lines (IATA code DL) joined rival American
Airlines in launching a new transatlantic service between
Seattle-Tacoma and London LHR. The SkyTeam carrier
chose 1 April as its launch date and will also operate the
7,730-kilometre route 3-weekly using its 767-400s. It will
join American Airlines (3-weekly, see above), British
Airways (4-weekly) and partner Virgin Atlantic (daily) on
the route, which is not yet available to passengers
wanting to travel for leisure. By August, Delta Air Lines
hopes to be offering six non-stop routes from the US to
the UK, down from seven in August 2019. Despite having
added Seattle-Tacoma, it has dropped service from
Portland and Salt Lake City, at least for now.
easyJet (IATA code U2) enhanced its offering from bases
in France and Italy with the introduction of three new
routes. On 3 April, the carrier began a weekly service
from Milan MXP to Sharm El-Sheikh in Egypt. The 2,990kilometre route was previously served by the airline in
W15. It currently faces no direct competition, though in
S19 both Air Italy and Neos served this market.
Frequency is set to double to 2-weekly from July. In
France, easyJet has added a new domestic route
connecting its base in Nantes with Figari in Corsica.
Weekly (Sunday) flights on the 1,060-kilometre route
began on 3 April, with frequency set to increase to 3weekly in July and August with the addition of
Wednesday and Thursday flights. Finally, from Bordeaux,
easyJet has added a weekly service to Ajaccio in Corsica
from 11 April, which increases to 2-weekly from 20 May,
and then to 4-weekly in July and August. These two
airports are also connected by flights from Air France
and Volotea.
EGO Airways (IATA code E3) is a new Italian carrier
which currently operates a single E190 (I-EGOA). On 30
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March it began scheduled services and during the first
week of operation it began the following routes; Catania
-Florence, Catania-Forli, Catania-Parma, Parma-Bari and
Parma-Lamezia Terme. According to Cirium Data and
Analytics the only route already served is the one
between Catania and Florence, which is already served
by Air Dolomiti (2-weekly) and Vueling (weekly). EGO
Airways plans to add further aircraft and routes in June.
Its website currently allows bookings from 11 airports;
nine in Italy, as well as Ibiza in Spain and Mykonos in
Greece.

flydubai (IATA code FZ) began 2-weekly (Thursdays and
Sundays) service from Dubai to Tirana on 28 March. The
3,740-kilometre route faces no direct competition.
Albania joins Bosnia & Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Finland, Poland, Romania, Serbia and Turkey in
having direct flights to Dubai with flydubai. For Tirana
this easily becomes the airport’s longest route, almost
double the previous record of 1,900 kilometres to
London.

domestic flights, at a load factor of 26%. This represents
around 8% of the UK domestic market, well behind
British Airways (50% of the market and a load factor of
51%) and easyJet (35% of the market and a load factor
of 34%).
Lufthansa (IATA code LH) at the start of the summer
season added two new routes from Frankfurt and two
from Munich. From its main Frankfurt base the German
flag-carrier began weekly flights to Djerba in Tunisia
(competing with Tunisair) and 3-weekly flights to Punta
Cana in the Dominican Republic (competing with
Condor). Meanwhile, Hurghada in Egypt and Tirana
became the airline’s latest destinations from Munich.
The Egyptian resort will be served weekly with
A320neos, while the 990-kilometre Tirana route will be
served 2-weekly utilising CRJ 900s operated by Lufthansa
CityLine. Lufthansa previously operated the route from
May 2007 to March 2016, after which fellow Star
Alliance member, Adria Airways, took over the route.
Their service ended in September 2019 when the carrier
ceased all operations.

Green Airlines (IATA code CE) a new virtual German
airline, launched 2-weekly (Fridays and Sundays) flights
on a domestic route between Paderborn/Lippstadt and
Sylt on 26 March. The flights are operated by French
carrier Chalair using that carrier’s ATR 72-500. No other
carrier currently operates on the 370-kilometre route.
International flights are set to start in September
connecting Paderborn/Lippstadt and Sylt with Zurich.
The airline also appears to be set to connect Karlsruhe/
Baden-Baden with Berlin.

Lumiwings (IATA code L9), founded in 2017 by two
Greek pilots, has launched two new routes from its base
in Forli, Italy. The Sicilian destinations of Palermo and
Trapani are now both served 3-weekly using the airline’s
139-seat 737-300 (registration SX-LWA). In June, the
airline hopes to add international routes from Forli to
destinations in the Czech Republic, Greece, Poland,
Romania and Ukraine. Forli handled over 260,000
passengers in 2012 but this fell to just 40,000 in 2013

when scheduled services ended in March of that year.
Wizz Air had been the last carrier operating scheduled
flights from Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca, Sofia and
Timisoara. This year, apart from Lumiwings, Forli is set
to welcome service from Air Dolomiti (to Munich) and
EGO Airways.
Luxair (IATA code LG) has used its fleet of Q400s (of
which it currently has 11 according to planespotters.net)
to start two new routes from Luxembourg. On 1 April,
the carrier began 2-weekly (Mondays and Thursdays)
flights on the 1,290-kilometre route to Podgorica in
Montenegro, followed by weekly (Saturday) flights from
3 April on the 720-kilometre route to Toulon in the
south of France. Neither route faces any direct
competition. Luxair normally operates to between 50
and 60 destinations during the summer season.
However, Cirium Data and Analytics indicates that the
carrier plans to operate close to 80 routes this summer.
Further new routes for this summer include Belgrade,
Hamburg, Oslo and various Greek destinations.
Nordwind Airlines (IATA code N4) appears to have
added two more new routes between Russia and
Istanbul IST. On 13 March 2-weekly service began
between Makhachkala and the Turkish hub, followed by
2-weekly flights from Ekaterinburg on 31 March. The
former route is operated by the airline’s A321s, while
the latter is served using 737-800s. According to Cirium
Data and Analytics, by the end of August Nordwind
Airlines will be serving Istanbul IST from 12 Russian
airports with a total of 33 weekly flights.
Pegasus Airlines (IATA code PC) began a new 2-weekly
service (Thursdays and Sundays) between Istanbul SAW
and Odessa in Ukraine on 28 March. The 620-kilometre
route will be flown by a mix of the airline’s 737-800s and
A320neos. While the airline faces no direct competition
on the route, SkyUp Airlines, Turkish Airlines and
Ukraine International Airlines all currently operate
between Istanbul IST and Odessa. According to Cirium
Data and Analytics, Pegasus Airlines already serves three
other destinations in Ukraine from Istanbul SAW;
Kharkiv, Lviv and Zaporizhzhia.

Loganair (IATA code LM) on Monday 12 April
commenced 3-weekly (Mondays, Fridays and Sundays)
service between Teesside in the north-east of England
and Belfast BHD in Northern Ireland using ERJ145s. The
290-kilometre route faces no direct competition.
However, easyJet currently operates 4-weekly flights
from Newcastle (around 60 kilometres from Teesside) to
Belfast BFS (around 25 kilometres from Belfast BHD)
using its much larger Airbus aircraft. Loganair already
serves Aberdeen and London LHR from Teesside and
plans to add additional routes to Bristol, Dublin, Jersey
and Newquay by the end of May. From Belfast BHD,
Loganair already serves Aberdeen, Dundee, Glasgow
and Inverness, with Isle of Man service set to start in
June. According to UK CAA statistics for January 2021,
Loganair carried 8,560 passengers on scheduled
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Pobeda (IATA code DP) on 1 April added a new service
between Ekaterinburg and Istanbul IST. The 2,870kilometre route will be flown using the airline’s 737800s. Initially there will be three weekly flights increasing
to 5-weekly by the end of April. Nordwind Airlines also
serves the route with 2-weekly flights, while Turkish
Airlines will resume operations between the two
airports at the end of April with 3-weekly flights. Pobeda
now serves Istanbul IST from five airports in Russia with
a total of 28 weekly flights. In addition to service from
Ekaterinburg there are also flights to the Turkish hub
from Kazan (4-weekly), Mineralnye Vody (2-weekly),
Moscow VKO (14-weekly) and Ufa (3-weekly).
Ryanair (IATA code FR), which normally launches dozens
of new routes at the start of the aviation summer season
(end of March), appears to have added just seven new
routes between 28 March and 2 April. Five of these are
Italian domestic routes, some of which made a brief
appearance over the Christmas and New Year period.
From Bari, Ryanair has added new links to Catania,
Palermo and Verona, all of which will also be served this
summer by Volotea. Wizz Air also links Bari and Verona.
In addition, Verona is now also connected to Lamezia
Terme, and Catania is now linked with Naples. Again,
both of these routes will be served by Volotea this
summer, while easyJet also offers flights between
Naples and Catania. New international services have
been launched from Rome CIA to both Brussels BRU and
Vienna, both operating 2-weekly initially.
S7 Airlines (IATA code S7) now serves Thessaloniki in
Greece with weekly flights from its Moscow DME base.
The first service was on 24 March using the oneworld
carrier’s 737-800s. Although the carrier faces no direct
competition on the route right now, Aegean Airlines is
set to resume its service on the route on 16 May, initially
2-weekly but increasing to 6-weekly in the peak summer
period. Elsewhere, Aeroflot currently flies to the Greek
city 2-weekly from Moscow SVO (increasing to 4-weekly
in peak), while Ellinair also operates 2-weekly from
Thessaloniki but to Moscow VKO, with plans to operate
up to 11-weekly in the summer peak. Apart from
Thessaloniki, S7 Airlines also hopes to be serving
Heraklion and Rhodes in Greece this summer, according
to Cirium Data and Analytics.

Sky Express (IATA code GQ) which recently acquired its
first jet aircraft, has used its new A320neos to launch
service between Athens and Rhodes with the first flight
being on 15 March. Frequency is being ramped up

quickly and by the end of April there will be up to three
daily flights. Competition on the 410-kilometre route
comes from Olympic Air, which will also offer up to
three daily flights at the end of April, using A320s
operated by parent company Aegean Airlines. In
addition, Volotea plans to resume 4-weekly service
between the two airports on 3 June, using its Airbus
fleet. Between April 2014 and May 2018 Ryanair also
connected the two airports with up to three daily flights.
SkyUp Airlines (IATA code PQ) recently added Almaty in
Kazakhstan (weekly from 20 March) and Belgrade in
Serbia (2-weekly from 31 March) to its Kiev KBP
network. The 3,540-kilometre route to the former
capital of Kazakhstan will face competition from Air
Astana’s 2-weekly service. The 1,000-kilometre Belgrade
route will be served Tuesdays and Fridays using the
airline’s 737-800s. Competition comes from Windrose
Airlines which also currently offers 2-weekly service on
the route using smaller ERJ 145s. These are the first of
several new routes the Ukrainian carrier plans to launch
this summer from the country’s capital. Many of the new
routes (including Gdansk, Hamburg, Lisbon, Lyon and
Rome) were set to launch in late April, but the airline’s
on-line booking tool now indicates that most are now
scheduled to launch in mid-May or early June.

both Aeroflot and its LCC subsidiary Pobeda. According
to planespotters.net, Smartavia has a fleet of 12 737s
comprising nine -800s and three -700s. Three of the 800s are currently parked. According to Cirium Data and
Analytics, St. Petersburg is the airline’s busiest airport
with 109-weekly departures (spread across 15 domestic
destinations), followed by Moscow DME with 86 and
Arkhangelsk with 42.
TAP Portugal (IATA code TP) chose Saturday 27 March as
the launch date for its new service to Cancun from
Lisbon. The 7,540-kilometre route will be flown 3-weekly
(Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays) using the Star
Alliance carrier’s A330-900neos. Orbest Airlines will
resume operations on the route from 2 May, initially
with a weekly Sunday service, followed by an additional
Friday service from 18 June. This is TAP’s only route to
Mexico as it does not serve the capital Mexico City. It is
also TAP’s first new long-haul route since it began
Washington IAD service in June 2019. TAP’s strength is
its Brazilian network. In 2019 it served 10 Brazilian
airports with non-stop service from Lisbon. At present it
is only serving seven of those airports, but schedule data
indicates that it plans to be operating all 10 routes by
the peak summer period.
Transavia France (IATA code TO) has taken over two
domestic routes from Paris ORY from Air France. On 28
March, the LCC began service to Brest (up to two daily
flights) and Toulon (up to three daily flights). In April
2019 both routes were served with multiple daily flights
by Air France. This brings to three the number of
domestic routes operated by Transavia from Paris ORY
as it began Biarritz service last November. This summer
Air France is still scheduling service from Paris ORY to 14
destinations in France, including three airports in
Corsica, and less well-known airports such as Aurillac,
Brive and Castres.

Smartavia (IATA code 5N), which was previously known
as Nordavia until March 2019, recently added two new
domestic routes from its St. Petersburg base. On 29
March, the carrier began 4-weekly service on the 1,500kilometre route to Perm, followed on 2 April by the start
of 3-weekly service on the 1,940-kilometre route to
Mineralnye Vody. Both routes will be flown by the
airline’s 737-800s and will face direct competition from

Turkish Airlines (IATA code TK) appears to have upped
its attack on local rival Pegasus Airlines by launching
four new routes from Istanbul SAW, all of which are
already served by its low-cost rival. On 28 March, the
Turkish flag-carrier began service to Hamburg (2weekly), Sarajevo (2-weekly) and Zurich (3-weekly) and
followed this up by adding 3-weekly service to Basel on 1
April. All four of the routes will be flown using 737-800s
operated by the carrier’s subsidiary AnadoluJet. It is
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Latest European route news
worth noting that all four of these new destinations from
Istanbul SAW continue to be served by Turkish Airlines
from Istanbul IST. Sadly, none of the destination airports
seem to have been that interested in commemorating
the launch of these new services. In addition, Turkish
Airlines has also started new service to Tehran IKA from
Ankara (3-weekly) and Izmir (2-weekly). Finally, on 30
March, a new route linking the capitals of Turkey
(Ankara) and Ukraine (Kiev KBP) was added, again using
737-800s supplied by AnadoluJet.
Ukraine International Airlines (IATA code PS) has
expanded its presence in Turkey with the addition of a
new 2-weekly (Thursdays and Sundays) charter service
from Kiev KBP to Nevsehir/Kapadokya in central Turkey.
The 1,320-kilometre route faces no competition and will
be flown using the carrier’s 737-800s until 15 June. In
2019, Nevsehir/Kapadokya handled just under 500,000
passengers. However, this fell by 73% to just 134,000 in
2020. At present, the airport’s only other scheduled
service is a 2-daily connection with Istanbul IST, offered
by Turkish Airlines.
Ural Airlines (IATA code U6) appears to have started a
significant number of new routes between various
Russian airports and destinations in Armenia and
Kyrgyzstan. Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
schedules suggests that between April 2019 and April
2021, Ural Airlines has added over 40 routes to these
markets, with the majority having launched at the end of
March and beginning of April. In Armenia, Yerevan and
Gyumri have welcomed multiple new services, while in
Kyrgyzstan there have been multiple new connections to
Bishkek, Osh and Tamchy. Some 16 Russian airports
(some in Asian Russia) have benefitted from these new
services including Kazan, Mineralnye Vody, Rostov-onDon, Samara, Sochi/Adler and Ufa. The majority of
these new routes will be served just weekly with the
airline’s fleet of A320s.

carrier began two new routes to Istanbul IST from
Fergana (2-weekly from 31 March) and Urgench (weekly
from 28 March). Both routes will be flown using the
airline’s A320s, of which it has 14 according to
planespotters.net, including three very new neos.
Neither route is served by any other carrier. Uzbekistan
Airways already serves Istanbul IST from the capital
Tashkent (10-weekly) and from Samarkand (3-weekly).
Turkish Airlines provides competition on the latter two
routes.

extension to the end of June possible. The 400-kilometre
route will be served using the carrier’s DHC Dash 8-100s.
Air Leap also operates on the route with seven weekly
flights (daily except Saturdays, 2-daily on Fridays) using
Saab 340s. Air Leap’s service is currently bookable right
through until the end of October. Ørland is located
around 70 kilometres from Trondheim. The airport is
better known in aviation circles as a major base for the
Royal Norwegian Air Force and is Norway’s main F-35
base.
Wizz Air (IATA code W6) has launched six new routes
involving 12 different airports during the last five weeks.
All of them are set to be flown 2-weekly in due course,
but some have been introduced with just weekly service.
On 28 March a new route was started between Belgrade
and Hamburg, on 29 March between Bari and Verona,
on 1 April between Dortmund and Palma de Mallorca
and between Wroclaw and Zaporizhzhia in Ukraine, on 2
April between Pristina and Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden
(though some flights did operate over Christmas and
New Year and again in February), and on 3 April between
Kiev IEV and Milan MXP. The Italian domestic route
between Bari and Verona is also served by Ryanair (3weekly) and Volotea (2-weekly).

Vueling (IATA code VY) on 27 March reconnected Palma
de Mallorca and Tenerife TFN with direct, non-stop
flights for the first time since S12. The 2,140-kilometre
route will be flown using the airline’s A320s. The 2weekly service (Tuesdays and Saturdays) will face direct
competition from Binter Canarias (which launched
service on the route in May 2018), which also offers a 2weekly service using E195E2s. Vueling has a major
presence at Palma de Mallorca with the airport being its
third busiest base in 2019, a long way behind Barcelona
but not far behind Rome FCO. In 2019, Vueling was also
Palma de Mallorca’s third busiest airline after Ryanair
and Eurowings. In June, Vueling plans to add four new
destinations from Palma. Two new domestic routes to
Almeria and Lanzarote and two new international routes
to Billund and Copenhagen.

Uzbekistan Airways (IATA code HY) is another airline
growing its Turkish network. At the end of March the

Widerøe (IATA code WF) introduced a new service on 1
April between Oslo and Ørland. The airline was awarded
a government contract to operate the route with 12weekly flights at least until the end of April, with an

Norway’s Flyr announces Tromsø as first Oslo route starting 30 June
Following the arrival of Wizz Air into the Norwegian domestic
market earlier this year, newcomer Flyr (IATA code FS) has
announced its first route, between Oslo’s main airport and
Tromsø. Service is set to start on 30 June, though seats will not
go on sale until the end of May. Flyr will join established local
carriers Norwegian, SAS and Widerøe in operating in the
domestic market, as well as recent interloper Wizz Air, which
began domestic flights in the country earlier this year.
The 1,120-kilometre route between Oslo and Tromsø is already
well served with multiple daily flights by Norwegian and SAS,
while according to the airline’s website, Wizz Air is currently
offering 2-weekly flights between the two airports, increasing to
4-weekly in May and then daily from the beginning of June.

Crew efficiency is key to competitive costs
The airline’s investor presentation from March focuses on
efficient crew utilisation as a significant factor in making the
airline cost competitive. Coincidentally (or not), the airline’s CEO
Tonje Wikstrøm Frislid was formerly VP Crew Management at
Norwegian for three years. Another key appointment for the
airline is CCO Thomas Ramdahl, who has extensive aviation
experience from also working at Norwegian, and before that at
SAS and Braathens.
Flyr’s presentation also gave a clear indication of how the airline
intends to develop its route network using a fleet of 737-800s.
Phase 1 shows the airline operating on seven major domestic
trunk routes from Oslo, as well as international flights to nearby
Copenhagen and Mediterranean routes to France (Nice) and
Spain (Alicante, Barcelona and Malaga).
Phase 2 sees additional domestic routes from Oslo, more
international routes (including Amsterdam, Athens, Berlin,
London, Paris, Prague, Rome and Stockholm) and some
additional international routes from Bergen. It will be
interesting to see how closely the airline keeps to these plans.
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Croatia recovery in 2021 set to be driven by Ryanair growth and new
Zagreb base; Croatia Airlines not resuming 10 routes served in S19
Croatia is the EU’s most recent member, joining on 1 July
2013. However, it still uses it own currency, the Kuna,
rather than the Euro, at least for now. Traffic across the
country’s five main airports has risen from just under
three million in 2003 to just over 11 million in 2019.
Apart from 2009, total traffic grew in every year
between those two years.
Seasonality differs at leading airports
Unlike in other Central European states, Croatia did not
see a massive increase in air travel demand after joining
the EU. Overall growth has been steady rather than
spectacular. Unlike in most other European countries
where one airport is by far the busiest, Croatia has three
airports handling similar passenger volumes.
However, while the capital Zagreb has relatively
consistent demand across the year, as might be
expected from a major city, both Split and Dubrovnik
experience very seasonal operations as they are
primarily leisure destinations on the Adriatic Sea. In July,
Split handles almost twice as many passengers as
Zagreb.
Croatia Airlines still #1
Analysis of schedule data for 2019 reveals that Croatia
Airlines is the leading carrier in the country for
international capacity. The carrier has a modest fleet of
seven A320-series aircraft and six Q400s according to
planespotters.net and it is by far the biggest carrier at
Zagreb.
In 2019, easyJet was the biggest carrier at Dubrovnik,
Pula and Split, while Ryanair was the leading carrier at
Zadar. The other carriers making up the top 15 of airlines
in Croatia include a mix of LCCs (Eurowings, Jet2.com,
Norwegian, Volotea and Vueling) and legacy carriers
(Austrian Airlines, British Airways, Lufthansa, Qatar
Airways, SAS and Turkish Airlines).
Ryanair arrives in Zagreb and expands in Zadar
Ryanair recently announced plans to expand its presence
in Croatia by basing two aircraft in Zadar and adding 17
new routes this summer. More significantly it will base
two Lauda Europe A320s in the capital Zagreb from
September and launch 12 new routes generating 36
weekly flights. It will not compete head-to-head with
Croatia Airlines on these route as it will concentrate on
serving the secondary airports in the main cities, such as
Brussels CRL (starting in June), Frankfurt HHN, London
STN, Milan BGY (starting in July), Oslo TRF, Paris BVA and
Rome CIA.

Croatia Airlines not resuming 10 S19 routes
According to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
schedule information, Croatia Airlines is not resuming
service this summer on 10 destinations that were served
in S19 but were not operated in S20. They are Barcelona
(still served by Vueling), Bucharest, Helsinki, Lisbon
(served by TAP Portugal from June), Milan MXP (Ryanair
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will serve Milan BGY), Mostar, Oslo OSL (Ryanair will
serve Oslo TRF), Prague, St. Petersburg and Stockholm.
While Qatar Airways continues to serve Zagreb from
Doha, Emirates no longer serves Zagreb, while flydubai
services are not set to resume until 1 September. North
American flights to Toronto with Air Canada and Air
Transat are not currently scheduled in S21.
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Corendon
Airlines
... from Wizz Air base; Blue Air fighting back in S21
Cluj-Napoca
benefits
Located in the north-west part of Romania, Cluj-Napoca is the
fourth biggest city in Romania and lies around 500 kilometres
from three European capitals; Belgrade (Serbia), Bucharest
(Romania) and Budapest (Hungary). The airport serving the
city lies just nine kilometres east of the city centre.
Since joining the EU on 1 January 2007, traffic at Romania’s
airports has boomed. In 2006, Cluj-Napoca handled just under
250,000 passengers. In 2019, just 13 years later this figure had
grown twelvefold to almost three million, making it Romania’s
second busiest airport after Bucharest OTP (with 14.7 million).
The rapid rise in traffic can be attributed primarily to Wizz Air
which accounted for two-thirds of scheduled seat capacity at
the airport in 2019, almost eight times more than any other
carrier. Wizz Air made Cluj-Napoca a base in October 2007
with its first flights to Barcelona, Budapest, London and Rome.
By S19, Wizz Air was operating to 36 destinations from ClujNapoca. More new routes are planned for this summer
including three destinations in Germany and two in Greece.
Blue Air is also expanding at the airport and recently launched
flights to Barcelona and London LHR with at least 10 more
destinations set to launch (or in several cases resume) later
this summer.
Flag carriers are currently represented by TAROM (serving
Bucharest and Iasi), Lufthansa (with flights from both
Frankfurt and Munich) and Turkish Airlines (with 4-weekly
flights to Istanbul IST).

Mineralnye Vody registers 150% growth between 2011 and 2019
In 2019, Mineralnye Vody Airport handled just over 2.5
million passengers. Just eight years earlier the airport was
handling just under one million passengers, but reported
double-digit growth in six of the next eight years. Thanks to
domestic tourism, the airport saw traffic fall by a relatively
modest 29% last year to 1.8 million passengers.
Located in southern Russia, the airport lies roughly halfway
between Sochi/Adler on the Black Sea and Makhachkala on
the Caspian Sea. Mineralnye Vody literally means mineral
water and the town owes its name to the fact that it is the
gateway to mineral waters in the nearby Greater Caucasus
Mountains, which contains Mount Elbrus.
In 2019, passenger numbers varied between 156k in February
and 269k in August. According to Cirium Data and Analytics
figures, the leading airlines at the airport that year were
Aeroflot (28% of seats), Utair (15%), Pobeda (14%) and S7
Airlines (9%). The busiest routes were to the three main
Moscow airports followed by St. Petersburg. These four
routes accounted for almost 75% of all seat capacity at
Mineralnye Vody in 2019.
The leading international routes were to Istanbul SAW and
Antalya in Turkey, followed by Baku in nearby Azerbaijan.
Other notable services were to Dubai, Tashkent and Yerevan.
The only route to an EU member state was to Thessaloniki in
Greece, operated by Ellinair in summer.

Toulon sees Transavia replace Air France; hello to easyJet and Luxair
Located on the Mediterranean coast in southern France,
Toulon is a port city with a significant naval base and is also
well-known for its rugby team. It is located around 80
kilometres south-east of Marseille and 110 kilometres southwest of Nice. Officially known as Toulon-Hyères Airport, the
facility is actually located on the coast, on the outskirts of the
town of Hyères.
Traffic has been relatively stable since 2003 at between
500,000 and 650,000 passengers. In recent years, demand has
been around the 500,000 level. The airport is dominated by
flights to Paris, with two-thirds of capacity in 2019 on the
Paris ORY route and a further 10% allocated to Paris CDG
services. Orly was served by Air France with multiple-daily
flights. However, at the beginning of this summer season this
route was transferred to Transavia (see page 8).
The next three busiest routes in 2018 and 2019 were to Brest,
Brussels CRL and Rotterdam. The Brest route is also about to
be transferred from Air France to Transavia.
easyJet, which has not previously served the airport, is
launching flights to London LGW on 23 June and Paris CDG on
28 June. Luxair recently began a weekly service from
Luxembourg while other seasonal services are provided by Air
Corsica (to Corsica), ASL Airlines France (to Algeria), SAS (to
Copenhagen) and TUI fly Belgium (to Brest and Brussels CRL).
Rotterdam is served by the Dutch part of Transavia.
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Turin only Italy’s 14th busiest airport in 2019; Ryanair is top carrier
despite it not being a base; Alitalia operates just one route to Rome
Turin in northern Italy is possibly best known as the
home of the car makers Alfa Romeo, Fiat and Lancia (and
the stunning former Lingotto factory, the one with the
test track on the roof as featured in the classic 60s movie
The Italian Job), the Shroud of Turin and Juventus
football team. It also hosted the 2006 Winter Olympics.
The city’s airport lies around 15 kilometres northnorthwest of the city centre and was built in 1953. It was
renovated before the 1990 FIFA World Cup and also
ahead of the Winter Olympics.
14th busiest airport in Italy
The airport handled just under four million passengers in
2019, ranking it as Italy’s 14th busiest airport. Between
2000 and 2019 traffic grew at an average of just 1.8% per
annum. The airport’s seasonality profile is considerably
flatter than most airports in Europe, highlighting its role
as an industrial and commercial city rather than a tourist
destination, though in winter the airport provides a
gateway to a number of popular ski resorts.
International traffic has grown faster than domestic since
2000, averaging 2.3% growth up to 2019 compared with
just 1.3% growth for domestic. However, in 2020,
domestic traffic was down 53% compared with 2019,
while international demand fell by 75%.
Ryanair is leading carrier
The leading carrier by some distance in 2019 was
Ryanair. Despite the airport not being a designated base
for the ULCC, it still offered 60% more capacity from the
airport than its nearest rival, Blue Air. Ryanair first
started serving Turin in 1999 from London STN and
began a second route from Girona in 2004.
Around 30 routes have been tried by Ryanair over the
years, 12 of which operated during 2019. The leading
routes for the carrier that year were Palermo, Bari,
London STN, Catania, Barcelona, Brindisi and Brussels
CRL. Last year, as a response to the pandemic, Ryanair
launched three additional domestic routes in late
October to Cagliari, Lamezia Terme and Naples. Flights to
Fez in Morocco, however, were suspended.
Blue Air focuses on Italy and Romania
For second ranked Blue Air, Turin is a base. The
Romanian carrier started serving the city in November
2014 from Catania and in S17 was offering over 100
departures per week from the airport. This summer,
according to Cirium Data and Analytics, Blue Air will
serve 11 destinations non-stop from Turin, nine in Italy
and two in Romania.
Alitalia was the third busiest airline in 2019. It offers just
a single route to its hub at Rome FCO. Other flag-carriers
serving the airport in 2019 included Air France, British
Airways, Iberia, KLM and Royal Air Maroc. Although
Lufthansa is no longer present, its subsidiary Air Dolomiti
offers flights to Lufthansa’s hubs in Frankfurt and
Munich. Maybe surprisingly, Turkish Airlines is not
present, nor is fellow Star Alliance carrier SWISS.
Low-cost carriers expand

easyJet offers a number of winter-only services to
various UK bases, but also flies year-round to Naples.
Volotea now flies year-round to a number of domestic
destinations as well as offering seasonal, summer routes
to two Greek islands and Palma de Mallorca.

In recent years, other (U)LCCs have been growing in
Turin. easyJet, Volotea, Vueling and Wizz Air have also
started (and in some cases dropped) a number of routes.

Wizz Air first began serving Turin in September 2014
from Bucharest. Since then it has added flights to Bacau
(2021), Bari (2020), Chisinau (2019), Iasi (2020), Krakow
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(2019, since dropped), Palermo (2021), Tirana (2020) and
Warsaw WAW (2015), with St. Petersburg service set to
launch later this year.
This year should also see the start of new services with
Binter Canarias (to Gran Canaria), easyJet (to Olbia),
Luxair (to Luxembourg), and Ryanair (to Lviv). The route
to Gran Canaria will be the airport’s longest this summer
at 2,795 kilometres. There are no long-haul services.
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NEW: The ANKER Report - North American supplement - Issue 1
Welcome to The ANKER Report’s new section on traffic
trends and route development in North America, defined
here as encompassing Canada, the US and Mexico.
Although the US domestic market recovered relatively
slowly last summer, at least compared with some
European markets, its recovery has continued through
the winter season and into spring.
As passenger data from TSA makes clear, US domestic
passenger demand around Easter was back to around
60% of demand during the same period in 2019. This is
much higher than anywhere in Europe with the possible
exception of Russia and Turkey.
Mexico too, has seen a relatively good recovery in
domestic travel demand, though the trend here has
been reversed in the first quarter of 2021. Conversely,
Canadian air traffic demand has been at very low levels
since the pandemic started, though an upturn is
expected from around June onwards.
Over 100 new routes started since 1 March
To support the analysis of developments in North
America, The ANKER Report has been busy collecting
information on new routes launched since 1 March as
well as upcoming new routes between now and the end
of the year. Between 1 March and 16 April we have
identified over 110 new services which are presented in
the table starting on the bottom of this page and
continuing on the next page. A further 200 new services
have already been identified that hope to launch
between mid-April and the end of the year across
Canada, Mexico and the US.
Of the new routes launched since 1 March, Southwest is
responsible for 51, well ahead of American (15), Frontier
(13) and United (eight). The average weekly frequency
for these routes is just over seven, driven by Southwest’s
high frequency services on its return to Houston IAH.
Exactly half the new services being launched by the
airlines are already served by at least one other carrier,
while the other half face no direct competition. Arguably
the bravest decision has been made by Alaska Airlines to
start operating daily between Los Angeles and Austin, as
this route is already served by six other carriers, who all
operate the route daily as well.

While domestic services dominated, a total of 19 new
international services were identified including the
launch on consecutive days by American and Delta of
new flights between Seattle-Tacoma and London LHR.

Some 90 airports, mostly in the US have welcomed new
services, with Las Vegas leading the way with 11,
followed by Long Beach and Miami both with eight, and
Chicago MDW, Los Angeles, Nashville and Savannah all
with seven. It will be interesting to see which airports
come top for new services across the whole of the
summer season.

Last week saw the announcement of the first base and
11 routes to be operated by America’s newest carrier,
Avelo Airlines. The airline is targeting West Coast leisure
travellers from its base in Burbank, in northern Los
Angeles and will begin operations at the end of April
with three 737-800s (see page 20 for more details).

Looking at a state level, Florida comes top with 36 new
services followed by California (33), Texas (23), Illinois
(13), Georgia (11) and Nevada (11). The battle for top
spot between Florida and California looks set to continue
over the course of the summer season.

Hello Avelo, Breeze coming soon

Details of the planned route network for another new
carrier, Breeze Airways, are expected to be revealed
shortly. This carrier is led by serial airline entrepreneur
David Neeleman, best known for founding JetBlue
Airways in the US and Azul in Brazil. Breeze is planning to
base its business model around connecting smaller,
secondary airports using A220-300s, having signed an
MoU for 60 of the type in July 2018. However, it may
start operations with E195s leased from Azul.
In Canada, relative newcomer Flair Airlines plans rapid
domestic growth this summer, with the help of a new
leadership team with experience at Wizz Air, while a new
airline, Connect Airlines, has also emerged, with plans to
serve the US from Toronto’s downtown airport, which is
currently home to Porter Airlines. Exciting times ahead!
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Mexican domestic market recovery stalls in 2021 Q1; Vivaaerobus,
Volaris and Aeromexico taking advantage of collapse of Interjet
Compared with many countries across the globe,
Mexico’s domestic air travel market recovered relatively
quickly in 2020. After being more than 90% down on
2019 demand in April and May of last year, by December
passenger numbers were down only 35% compared with
the previous year.
However, early indications for 2021 suggest that the
recovery has stalled, as traffic was down 39% in January
and almost 46% in February. However, if we compare it
with 2019 then the reductions were 32% in January and
38% in February.
Interjet suspends flights
One casualty of the pandemic was Interjet. Having
accounted for around 20% of the domestic market in
2017, 2018 and 2019 the airline’s fleet of 25 aircraft (22
Sukhoi Superjet 100s and three A320s) appears to have
been permanently grounded at the end of 2020.
As a result of the demise of Interjet there are now three
major players left in the domestic market; Aeromexico,
Vivaaerobus and Volaris. As of February 2021, Volaris
has about 40% of the market, Aeromexico and its
subsidiary Aeromexico Connect share around 35%, while

Vivaaerobus has 25%. Four other carriers each have less
than 1% of the domestic market; Aeromar,
Magnicharters, Aereo Calafia and TAR Aerolineas.

where it has been able to grow its presence as a result of
the difficulties encountered by other airlines.

Last year Volaris carried 12.2 million passengers on
domestic flights (down 31% on 2019) at a load factor of
81.1% (down from 88.0% in 2019). In the first quarter of
2021 passenger numbers are down 15% versus 2020,
though the second half of March 2020 saw the first
impact of the pandemic.

As elsewhere, international traffic was hit harder than
domestic traffic by the pandemic. From being down over
95% in April and May, demand recovered but was still
down over 50% in December. Figures for February 2021
show demand now almost 70% down on February 2020,
the last month before the pandemic impacted travel
demand.

Aeromexico transported 7.72 million domestic
passengers in 2020 (down 45% on 2019) at a load factor
of 73.3% (down from 81.0% in 2019). In the first quarter
of 2021 passenger numbers are down 8% versus 2020,
though, again, the second half of March 2020 saw the
first impact of the pandemic.
Vivaaerobus reported 8.12 million booked passengers in
2020 (down 32% on 2019) at a load factor of 80.5%
(down from 88.7% in 2019). At the end of 2020 the
airline reported operating 131 routes in total, 103
domestic and 28 international. This included 28 new
routes launched in 2020, 13 domestic and 15
international. This included several from Mexico City,

International traffic recovers more slowly

Among the carriers, Volaris reported 2.52 million
passengers on international flights in 2020 (down 42%)
at a load factor of 76.6% (down from 81.0% in 2019).
Government figures for Volaris have a figure of 2.17m
flown passengers, which suggests maybe the Volaris
figure was booked rather than flown passengers.
Aeromexico reported carrying 2.26 million passengers on
international flights in 2020 (down 70%) at a load factor
of 68.2% (down from 83.8% in 2019). Government
statistics have a figure of 2.24m flown passengers. The
leading foreign carriers were American (with 2.78m
passengers) and United (with 1.95m).

Canadian air traffic down over 80% during pandemic; recovery not
likely to start before June as Flair, PAL and WestJet plan new routes
Canada’s air travel market has been much slower to
recover than those in either Mexico or the US. Passenger
data from the country’s eight biggest airports (which
account for around 75% of traffic across all Canadian
airports) reveals that last summer demand peaked at
between 10% and 20% of the demand recorded in 2019.
Calgary was the best performing airport relative to 2019
with demand being less than 80% down between August
and November.

competition from newcomer Connect Airlines, which
plans to begin international operations to the US from
the airport starting in October.
Elsewhere, Flair Airlines has announced a range of new
routes starting this summer as the ULCC plans to ramp
up its fleet with additional 737-800s (see page 20), while

PAL Airlines is looking to expand its operations further
on regional routes in Eastern Canada. WestJet also
recently announced 11 new domestic routes all starting
in late June. Meanwhile, the planned merger of Air
Canada and Air Transat has been called off, primarily, it
seems, because of the EU’s concerns about reduced
competition between Europe and Canada.

Domestic doing better than international
Since Toronto YYZ is almost twice as busy as Canada’s
next busiest airport (Vancouver) it is instructive to
analyse their figures in more detail. In the last quarter of
2020 domestic traffic was down 80%, transborder traffic
(to the US) was down 94%, while other international
traffic was down 88%. For Vancouver, which is on the
other side of Canada, domestic demand in December
was also down 80%, US traffic was also down 94%, Asia
Pacific was down 92% and Europe was 88% lower.
Looking at Canada’s two leading airlines, Air Canada
reported 1.63 million passengers (down 86.5%) in 2020
Q4 across a fleet of over 300 aircraft, at a load factor of
just 40.1%. Since being acquired by private equity firm
Onex Corporation in late 2019, WestJet no longer
publicly publishes regular passenger statistics.
2021 recovery may start in June
The early signs for 2021 suggest that the market is going
to get worse again before it recovers, hopefully starting
in late Q2. Porter Airlines, based out of Toronto’s
downtown airport, has been grounded since last March,
but recently announced plans to start operating again
from 21 June. When it does, it may soon face
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Sarasota/Bradenton is fastest-growing US airport in April; Florida’s
airports lead the way as eight of top 12 airports are on east coast
Recent new route announcements from US carriers have
made it clear that underserved destinations along
America’s east coast are proving particularly popular
with network planners. The ANKER Report has analysed
weekly schedule data for the last week of April 2021 to
see which airports have seen the biggest increase (in
absolute terms rather than percentage terms) in weekly
departures compared with April 2019.
Southwest helps stimulate Sarasota/Bradenton
Leading the way, with over 140 extra weekly flights
compared with two years ago, is Sarasota/Bradenton,
located on Florida’s west coast. Around half of Sarasota/
Bradenton’s extra flights have come as a result of the
launch earlier this year (starting on 14 February) of
flights by Southwest from nine airports. Five of these
new routes are being served daily with Baltimore/
Washington (3-daily), Chicago MDW (2-daily) and
Nashville (2-daily) having multiple-daily flights. United
and American have also both added between 20 and 30
weekly flights, with United having launched routes to
Denver, Washington IAD and Houston IAH, and American
having added Chicago ORD service. Delta and Sun
Country have both introduced Minneapolis/St. Paul
flights, while Allegiant now has service from Belleville/St.
Louis, Boston, Flint and Louisville.
Key West, which is one of the islands in the very south of
Florida, has benefitted from expansion by American,
Delta and United, and the arrival of JetBlue. Frequency
has been increased on several existing services but there
have also been new services to Boston (JetBlue), Dallas/
Fort Worth (American), Houston IAH (United), New York
JFK (JetBlue), Orlando MCO (American), Tampa
(American) and Washington IAD (United).
Panama City, or Northwest Florida Beaches International
Airport as it is officially known, only opened for
commercial service in 2010. Its recent growth has been
evenly shared between its four carriers; American, Delta,
Southwest and United. American has added a new route
to Washington DCA, Southwest has introduced service
from Atlanta, Chicago MDW, Denver and Kansas City,
while United Airlines has added Chicago ORD, Denver
and Washington IAD flights since April 2019.

The ANKER Report

Hilton Head Island set to grow even more in May
Further up the coast from Florida two airports in South
Carolina have also seen significant growth. Myrtle Beach
has seen over 50 additional departures with Spirit and
American leading the way. Most of this has been
through additional frequencies on existing routes.
However, American and Delta have added daily flights
from Dallas/Fort Worth (back in May 2019) and New
York LGA (back in June 2019) respectively.
Also in South Carolina is Hilton Head Island Airport (IATA
code HHH), not to be confused with Savannah Hilton
Head International Airport (IATA code SAV - see page
19). Hilton Head Island completed a runway extension in
2018 enabling it to offer flights to more distant
destinations. Since April 2019 Delta has added a new
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route to Atlanta (now served 4-daily) as well as 2-daily
flights to New York LGA. Further growth is expected this
summer as United plans to launch six new routes in late
May to Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh and St. Louis.
Elsewhere in the US, Colorado Springs has seen
Southwest add five new routes (Chicago MDW, Dallas
DAL, Denver, Las Vegas and Phoenix) in March, all with
at least daily service. Quincy (IATA code UIN) in Illinois
has seen Cape Air add service to St. Louis and replace
United on the Chicago ORD route. While flights are up
over 200%, capacity is actually down 44% compared with
April 2019. Meanwhile, Martha’s Vineyard (IATA code
MVY) which is only served by Cape Air, has seen new
routes added to Nantucket and New York JFK.
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Alaska Airlines becomes second US carrier to join oneworld alliance;
fifth largest US domestic carrier launched 50 new routes in 2020

On 31 March 2021, Alaska Airlines became the 14th
member (and second in the US after American Airlines)
of the global oneworld alliance. This was a historic day
for the airline, which can trace its origins back 89 years
and is the only major US carrier based on the west coast,
with its corporate headquarters in Seattle.
Rapid growth since 2009
Alaska Airlines (IATA code AS) is now the fifth biggest
carrier in the US domestic market by flights, seats and
ASKs. In 2019 it offered over 55 million seats on US
domestic flights. It carried 46.7 million passengers in
2019 at a load factor of 84.1%. Its mainline fleet
comprised 237 aircraft with a further 93 aircraft
operated by its regional partner airlines, including fullyowned subsidiary Horizon Air (IATA code QX), which
operates a fleet of 32 76-seat Q400s and 30 76-seat
E175s.
After the US economic recession of 2008/09, Alaska
Airlines has grown relatively rapidly with ASK growth of
6% to 10% between 2010 and 2017. In 2018 the airline
completed the acquisition of west coast based Virgin
America, resulting in a 30% increase in ASKs that year.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics figures, between
2004 and 2019, Alaska Airlines flights increased by a
relatively modest 33%, seats offered by 77% and ASKs by
165%. Average seats per flight grew from 94 to 126,
while average sector length rose by 50% from 1,225
kilometres to 1,836 kilometres.
Load factor of 55% in 2020
Passenger numbers fell by almost 62% in 2020 to 17.93
million, while average load factor fell dramatically from
84.1% in 2019 to 55.2% in 2020. In Q4 of 2020, load
factor was 45.3% down from 83.7% in Q4 of 2019. After
generating a net income of $769 million in 2019, Alaska
Airlines reported a net loss in 2020 of $1.3 billion.
Seattle-Tacoma is biggest base by far
Alaska Airlines has five main operating bases, but by far
its largest base is at Seattle-Tacoma, where, in 2019, it
offered 15 million departing seats, accounting for 50% of
the airport’s total seat offering. The second biggest
carrier at the airport is Delta with 24% of seats.
In 2020, Alaska Airlines offered non-stop service from
Seattle-Tacoma to a total of 93 destinations (two more
than in 2019), including five in Canada and three in
Mexico. Its busiest routes by seat capacity were to
Anchorage, Portland PDX, Los Angeles, Phoenix, San
Francisco and Spokane. In terms of flights, Portland was
the most served route.
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Almost 50 new routes in 2020 with 20 more in 2021
According to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
schedules, Alaska Airlines launched almost 50 new
routes in 2020, with the three biggest (by seats) being
from Los Angeles to Spokane (Washington), Boise
(Idaho) and Redmond (Oregon). Completely new
destinations in 2020, not served in 2019, were Cold Bay
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(Alaska), Fort Myers (Florida) and Jackson Hole
(Wyoming). New airports planned for 2021 are
Cincinnati (from 20 May), Idaho Falls (from 17 June) and
Redding in California (also from 17 June) which will all be
served from Seattle-Tacoma. In total, Alaska Airlines has
already announced over 20 new services that will start in
2021, with Los Angeles-Austin (competing with six other
carriers!) and San Diego-Missoula already launched.
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Corendon
...to be first base for Avelo Airlines and 11 routes
HollywoodAirlines
Burbank
Formerly known as Bob Hope Airport, Hollywood Burbank
Airport is located at the northern end of the Los Angeles
metropolitan area. Traffic peaked at almost six million
passengers in 2007 before falling for six successive years.
However, between 2014 and 2019 traffic increased by 50%
and reached a record figure of 5.98 million in 2019, the third
year in a row that traffic had grown by more than 10%.
Southwest Airlines was the dominant carrier in 2019
accounting for 70% of all passengers, well ahead of Alaska
Airlines (10%). United Airlines, American Airlines, Delta Air
Lines and JetBlue Airways each had between 4% and 6% of
capacity. Spirit Airlines, which began serving Burbank in 2019
had just over 1%.
The leading routes in 2019 were to Oakland, San Jose SJC, Las
Vegas, Sacramento and Phoenix. New destinations for 2019
were Atlanta (with Delta), Dallas/Fort Worth (with American)
and Nashville (with Southwest).
Passenger numbers fell by 67% in 2020 to just under two
million and Las Vegas became the leading route ahead of
Oakland and Phoenix. JetBlue suspended its transcontinental
services to Boston and New York JFK but these are set to
resume in June. Newcomer Avelo Airlines announced Burbank
as its first base and will start operations at the end of April to
11 destinations; Santa Rosa (on 28 April) followed by Pasco,
Bozeman, Phoenix/Mesa, Ogden, Grand Junction, Medford,
Eugene, Redmond/Bend, Arcata/Eureka and Redding.

Louisville set to welcome five new Spirit Airlines routes this summer
Louisville is the largest city in Kentucky, located on its
northern edge on the Ohio River overlooking Indiana. It is
famous as the birthplace of boxing legend Muhammad Ali and
the home of the Kentucky Derby (an annual horse race). The
airport is only a few kilometres south of downtown. The
airport’s three-letter IATA code of SDF is derived from the
airport’s former name of Standiford Field.
Between 2009 and 2017 annual traffic volumes were
consistently just below 3.5 million. However, in both 2018 and
2019 traffic grew by around 10%. No carrier is dominant at
the airport with American Airlines (27%), Delta Air Lines
(27%), and Southwest Airlines (26%) all potentially the biggest
carrier at the airport, well ahead of United Airlines (13%),
Allegiant Air (6%) and Frontier Airlines (1%).
In 2019, the leading route by some distance was Atlanta,
followed by Chicago ORD, Charlotte, Dallas/Fort Worth and
Chicago MDW. New routes launched in 2019 included Dallas
DAL (with Southwest), Los Angeles (with American) and New
Orleans (with Allegiant).
Traffic fell by 61% in 2020 to 1.64 million passengers.
However, Southwest did start serving Atlanta. Looking ahead,
Spirit Airlines is planning to launch five new routes this
summer; three in Florida (Fort Lauderdale, Orlando and
Pensacola) plus Las Vegas and Los Angeles. In addition,
Allegiant is adding an 11th destination, to Charleston in South
Carolina, at the end of May.

Savannah/Hilton Head welcomed Southwest’s five routes in March
Located in Georgia, close to the Atlantic Coast, Savannah lies
roughly half way between Jacksonville in Florida and
Charleston in South Carolina. Located close to the border with
South Carolina the airport also serves the popular tourist
destination of Hilton Head Island in South Carolina.
Between 2013 and 2019 traffic at the airport almost doubled
from just over 1.5 million annual passengers to just over three
million. At the end of 2019, Delta was the leading airline at
the airport accounting for 35% of seats, followed by American
(27.9%), United (14.4%), Allegiant (10.1%), JetBlue (9.9%) and
Frontier (1.8%).
The leading routes in 2019 were to Atlanta, Charlotte, New
York JFK, Dallas/Fort Worth and Chicago ORD. New services in
2019 included Allegiant starting flights from Albany,
Allentown, Grand Rapids, Niagara Falls, Portsmouth and
Providence. Notably, the airport also had international service
with Air Canada from Toronto YYZ.
Despite the challenges of 2020, when passenger numbers fell
by 60%, the airport still welcomed new services from
Belleville, Chicago MDW and Houston HOU, all operated by
Allegiant. This year has already seen Southwest Airlines begin
five new routes from Baltimore/Washington, Chicago MDW,
Dallas DAL, Houston HOU and Nashville, and Silver Airways
begin service to Fort Lauderdale and Tampa. In addition,
United plans to launch 2-weekly service to Milwaukee in May.
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Avelo Airlines announces Hollywood Burbank as first base; will begin
with 11 routes using three 737-800s starting from the end of April
Avelo Airlines (IATA code XP), the first new US airline to
announce operations since the start of the pandemic,
recently revealed that Hollywood Burbank Airport in
northern Los Angeles would be its first base. It also
revealed its initial 11 routes, the first of which is set to
begin flying on 28 April.
The airline’s Chairman and CEO is Andrew Levy, who
made his name in the industry as President at Allegiant
Air, before spending a couple of years at United Airlines
as CFO. The new airline aims to be low-cost and is
offering one-way fares from $19.
Three 737-800s to start with
The airline will start operations with three 189-seat 737800s which are all between 13 and 15 years old. One
appears to have flown most recently for TUI fly
Netherlands and the other two with Turkish Airlines.
Hollywood Burbank (see page 19) handled almost six
million passengers in 2019 with Southwest accounting
for around 70% of traffic. The airport is closer to
downtown Los Angeles, Griffith Park and Hollywood than
Los Angeles LAX. The Californian metropolis is also
served by Long Beach Airport (LGB), John Wayne Airport
in Orange County (SNA) and Ontario International
Airport (ONT).
11 routes not currently served from BUR
Avelo’s first 11 routes will launch from Hollywood
Burbank between 28 April and 20 May. Initially there will
be a total of 49 weekly departures. Santa Rosa and
Phoenix-Mesa will be served daily, Ogden 6-weekly,
Bozeman, Grand Junction, Medford, Eugene and ArcataEureka 4-weekly, and Pasco, Redmond-Bend and
Redding all 3-weekly. The airline’s own way of describing
the appeal of each of these destinations makes for
interesting reading:
Arcata/Eureka, CA (ACV), Victorian charm in the heart
of California's Redwood Coast
Bend/Redmond, OR (RDM), where the snow-capped
Cascades surround the high desert
Bozeman, MT (BZN), the onramp to Big Sky Country
and Yellowstone National Park
Eugene, OR (EUG), where the Willamette Valley begins

Grand Junction, CO (GJT), where the Colorado River
meets dramatic red rock landscapes
Medford, OR (MFR), a launchpad to the Rogue Valley
and Oregon's wine country
Pasco, WA (PSC), 300 days of sun in the heart
of Washington's wine country
Phoenix/Mesa, AZ (AZA), a stress-free airport alternative
to a year-round desert oasis
Odgen, UT (OGD), a convenient Salt Lake City alternative
to Utah's famed mountains
Redding, CA (RDD), 600 square miles of state and
national parks beckon the adventure seeker

Santa Rosa, CA (STS), the gateway to California's wine
country
Indirect competition on these routes comes from Alaska
Airlines (BZN, EUG, MFR, RDM and STS to LAX), Allegiant
(BZN, EUG, MFR and PSC to LAX), American (GJT and STS
to LAX), Delta (BZN to LAX), JetBlue (BZN to LAX) and
United (ACV, BZN, EUG, MFR, RDD and RDM to LAX).
In addition, American and Southwest both offer multiple
-daily flights from Burbank Hollywood to Phoenix PHX.
For Ogden Airport in Utah the Avelo route to Hollywood
Burbank will be its second scheduled service after
Allegiant’s service to Phoenix AZA.

Flair Airlines set to serve 19 Canadian airports this summer, of which
nine are new; plans to launch almost 40 new routes by September
Canadian ULCC Flair Airlines (IATA code F8) can trace its
origins back to 2005, but the airline as it is known today,
with its acid green and black branding, came into being
in 2019. Its current fleet of just three 189-seat 737-800s
are set to be joined in the coming months by 13 737
MAX 8s. Within five years the airline is hoping to have a
fleet of 50 aircraft.
By the end of 2020 the carrier had operated some
18,000 flights and carried around 2.3 million passengers.
The airline is headquartered in Edmonton.

weekly and no more than daily. Halifax to Ottawa and
Calgary to Abbotsford are the only new routes to launch
initially with daily service.
The first new routes are set to start on 1 May with
others not starting until early August. Further new
routes may still be announced in the coming weeks.
However, as elsewhere in the world, these launch dates
are not guaranteed.

New management team
Promoting itself as Canada’s only independent ultra lowcost carrier (ULCC), the airline is set to expand
significantly this summer, launching flights to nine new
airports. As a result, the carrier will be operating to 19
airports right across the country, from five airports in
British Columbia to Halifax in Nova Scotia.
Helping the airline to establish itself as a significant
player in Canada will be its new President and CEO,
Stephen Jones, and new CCO, Garth Lund. Both have
previously held senior positions at Wizz Air in Europe.
Nine new airports and almost 40 new routes
This summer, the airline will almost be doubling the
number of destinations served by adding service to nine
new airports; Abbotsford, Charlottetown, Halifax,
Kitchener-Waterloo, Montreal, Ottawa, Saint John,
Thunder Bay and Victoria. As a result, Flair will then be
operating from all eight of Canada’s busiest airports.
The number of routes is set to grow significantly this
summer. So far, the airline has revealed launch dates
and planned weekly frequencies for almost 40 new
routes across the country. All will be served at least 2-
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